
ANNUAL MEETING –

JUNE 11, 2020

Kentucky 

Auto 

Insurance 

Plan



Meeting Etiquette and Expectations
Keys to a successful meeting

 Please keep your phone on mute to keep background noise to a minimum.

 If you need to step away from the phone, please do not place us on hold, as 
your hold music would disrupt the presenter.

Participation

 Role Call: During role call please unmute your phone.  We will call you by name 
and company.  We ask that you verbally confirm you are in attendance.  

 Voting: During voting we ask that you unmute your phone.  We will ask for verbal 
affirmation as we do in our in-person meetings.

 Questions: You may ask your question(s) throughout the presentation by 
unmuting your phone or by typing in the chat box.  You may also raise your 
hand, using the hand icon next to your name in the chat room.

 Motions: We ask those whom motion and second to identify themselves by 
name.



Annual 

Meeting 

Agenda

 Call to Order

 Anti-Trust Preamble

 Approval of Minutes

 Election of Members of Governing 
Committee

 Other Business

 Adjournment



ANTI-TRUST PREAMBLE
A COPY OF THE ANTI-TRUST PREAMBLE HAS BEEN PROVIDED TO EACH OF 
YOU IN YOUR MEETING DOCUMENTS.

WE REMIND EACH OF YOU THAT YOU ARE BOUND BY THE DIRECTIONS OF 

THIS ANTI-TRUST PREAMBLE



APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF THE JULY 

30TH 2019 ANNUAL MEETING



Election of 
Members of 
Governing 
Committee



Adjourn 

Annual 

Meeting



Governing 

Committee 

Meeting

 Roll Call

 Anti-Trust Preamble

 Approval of Minutes and Ratification of 
Actions

 Election of Officers

 Review of KAIP/PAIP Independent Auditor 
Reports

 Review of Kentucky CAIP Financial Statement

 2021 CAIP servicing carrier allowance

 Secretary Treasurer’s Report

 Rate, Rule and Form Changes

 Other Business

 Adjournment



Election of 

Officers

o Nominations– Kristen Mellinger

 Chair:  George Moore

 Vice Chair:  Rod Shockley

 Secretary-Treasurer: Mark Hillis

o Nominations from the floor?

o Motion



Independent 

Auditors 

Reports

 2019 KAIP/PAIP Auditor’s Report – Tab 5a 

and 5b:

 Deming, Malone, Livesay & Ostroff

 2019 KY CAIP Statutory Financial Statement 

/ Audit – Tab 6a and 6b:

 Grant Thornton



2021 

Servicing 

Carrier 

Allowance 

(Tab 7)

 Administrative Expense Allowance

• 2018: 18.6%

• 2019: 18.4%

• 2020: 18.8%

• 2021: 18.3%

 Loss Adjustment Expense

 ALAE:  direct reimbursement

 ULAE:

• 2018: 13.9%

• 2019: 13.4%

• 2020: 8.9%

• 2021: 7.0%

Needs motion and vote



SECRETARY 

TREASURER’S 

REPORT

 2020 Budget Status (YTD through April):  

24.46% of budget ($45,088.96 spent)

• 2019 Budget $190,298   2020 Budget $184,327

• Plans continue to focus on cost savings 

through sharing resources as well as looking 

for efficiencies in all areas.

• FAIR Plan sold the building and is searching 

for a new location that is more reflective of 

the needs of the Plans



CAIP Results - PIF



CAIP Results – Policy Mix



CAIP Results – Premium Mix



CAIP 

Results

National Continental Insurance Company National Continental Insurance Company

Kentucky Automobile Insurance Plan Kansas Automobile Insurance Plan

CAIP Loss Ratio Analysis CAIP Loss Ratio Analysis

Current Quarter:  February 2020 Current Quarter:  February 2020

Kentucky Kansas

TOTALS by Policy Year Liability by Policy Year

Policy 

Year Earned Premium

Paid 

Losses Paid ALAE Reserves

Incurred 

Total Losses Loss Ratio

2017 $1,272,889 $644,594 $15,274 $151,221 $811,089 63.7%

2018 $1,180,645 $128,194 $528 $435,724 $564,446 47.8%

2019 $567,129 $98,541 $0 $826,492 $925,033 163.1%

2020 $6,352 $0 $0 $0 $0 0.0%



PAIP 

Results 

2019



PAIP 

Results 

2020 

Through 

April



New Applications 
Through April 
2020

LOB 2019 2020

Personal Auto 27 18

Commercial 

Auto

3 7

Total 30 25



Applications – In 
Force – Overview 
of the Market



Applications –
InForce –
Overview of the 
Market



Applications –
InForce –
Overview of the 
Market



Personal Auto Rate Review (Tab 

9a)

Prior filings:

• 1/1/16: +11%

• 1/1/17: +4.7%

• 1/1/18: +6.4%

• 1/1/19:  +23.0%

• 1/1/20:   +13.2%

 2020 Actuarial proposal – Effective 1/1/2021

 Adopt an indication of 9.8%, capping changes at 25% with an estimated monetary 
impact of just $24,254 with an allowance of +/- 2.5% for any needed revisions.

 RATE CHANGE IS FOR BUSINESS WRITTEN ONLY UNDER THE NEW PAIP 
PROGRAM



Commercial Auto Rate Review 

(Tab 9b)

Prior filings:

1/1/16:    -2.2%

1/1/17:    -4.9%

1/1/18: +5.7%

1/1/19: +9.1%

1/1/20: +18.2%

 2020 Actuarial proposal – Effective 1/1/2021

 Overall rate increase of: 1.9% with an estimated monetary impact of just 

$34,654.  Indication is +9.2%, but capped at 25% results in the 1.9% 

adjustment overall.



Other Business

(1) Proposal CAIP Inspected Units Requirement (9.c. in your handouts) -

(2)  Update on AIPSO Contract

(3) Update on AIPSO System – Letter sent to AIPSO President on 08/02/2019 responded to on 03/09/2020  (Item 10.a. in handout)

(4) York Claims Challenges and Kentucky Workarounds

* Kentucky utilized its FAIR Plan relationship with VeriClaim/Sedgwick to bring in the same contract and Kentucky based 
handlers through VeriClaim VP Troy Dowdy removing York from the handling.

* Kentucky reviews all claims in the system, and in meetings when needed with AIPSO, and VeriClaim

* Kentucky is assisting Kansas in a weekly review of the claims handling and the Kansas claims results

* AIPSO leadership has now met with York to ask for better handling – however Kentucky will not return to York based upon 
our repeated attempts to get things handled correctly.



PAIP Program Factors for Success 

An AIPSO Solution

 Plan will oversee individual state results and monitor regulatory compliance 
under licensing authority

 Policies must be handled just like the insurance industry would handle

 Clear Requirements

 AIPSO will have Kentucky Specific Best Practices in place for 
Underwriting Standards, Claims Standards, Financial Standards prior to 
launch

 Will NOT simply be a “processing” mechanism – and Kentucky 
Operations will audit AIPSO work to confirm compliance

 At least a second claims vendor with Kentucky experience and “feet on 
the ground” shall be solicited with the intent of engaging at or shortly 
after go live

 AIPSO will have a clear Disaster Recovery plan and back up plan in place

 AIPSO will comply with all Insurer NAIC, and regulatory requirements

 AIPSO will have a clearly defined Plan B in place to address the “what if’s” are 
addressed – (what if the system isn’t ready?)



I was given advice from the president of a FAIR Plan years ago.  He told me “don’t 
ever be first”. I didn’t follow that advice by choice then, and now, I don’t have a 
choice as it relates to our Auto Plan. There is extreme challenge with that, but also 
incredible opportunity.

On my way back from my most recent AIPSO visit, I watched a movie called The 
Post on the return flight. There was a quote at the very end of that movie which 
struck me. It was “We don’t always get it right, it isn’t always perfect, but we just 
keep on. It’s the job.”

We find ourselves in this situation.

As we make decisions and move forward, here is what I’d like you to hear from me.

(1) You hired me to lead

(2) There will be road bumps and challenges

(3) I will make mistakes, but we will recover and succeed

(4) I have full confidence that because of the partnership and commitment 
from AIPSO Leadership Chuck Kwolek, Frank Pensabene, Tom Assad, Jim 
Chrones, Dave Amaral, Amy Hicks, Tim Messier, Dave Maynard, Chris Young, 
Bob Donald, and my team, we will transition successfully for the benefit of the 
consumer and the insurance industry.

There are many decisions to be made. And I will answer any question presented to 
the best of my ability. And if I don’t have the answer at this point, I will get it for 
you. But we absolutely need to be diligent in moving forward for the protection of 
the consumer and industry in providing a long term, stable solution.

Two years ago, I indicated that during my travel back and forth to AIPSO, I stole a line from a 

movie, “The Post”.  That line was: “We don’t always get it right, it isn’t always perfect, but we just 

keep on. It’s the job.”

We found ourselves in that situation and we made decisions and we moved forward.  As a  

reminder of the items I had initially outlined:

(1) You hired me to lead

(2) There will be road bumps and challenges

(3) I will make mistakes, but we will recover and succeed

(4) I have full confidence that because of the partnership and commitment from AIPSO 

Leadership Chuck Kwolek, Frank Pensabene, Tom Assad, Jim Chrones, Dave Amaral, Tim 

Messier, Dave Maynard, Chris Young, and my team, we will transition successfully for the 

benefit of the consumer and the insurance industry.

We have been and remain diligent in moving forward for the protection of the consumer and 

industry in providing a long term, stable solution.



Other 

Business
 Does Governing Committee want to have a 

fall meeting or approve the  Executive 

Committee to review the 2021 budget and 

proposed assessment?  (If so, it needs a 
motion and vote)

 Kentucky Department of Insurance 

Comments

 Thank You!


